
SEALED, 

NO-LID DESIGN 

TF1 Sigma Filter has been 
designed as a sealed, 
watertight unit. 

Due to its precision engineered 
design, this innovative, lidless, 
sealed filter has also been 
developed without the need for 
an air vent (air vents back into 
the system via the manifold). 
The TF1 Sigma Filter has 
been designed to eliminate 
all potential risk of leaks. 
There is no ongoing cost to 
service the filter as there are 
no replacement 'O' rings or 
components necessary over 
the lifetime of the filter. 

Tf 1 Sigma Filter 
Next generation of 
precision engineered, sealed, 
composite polymer system filters 

ENGINEERING GRADE IMPROVED ADVANCED ENGINEERING SIMPLE INSTALLATION 

HYBRID GLUE THREAD DESIGN POLYMER PROCESS 

The upper and lower All threads have been The TF1 Sigma FIiier is made The unique design features of 
moulded sections of the enhanced across the from an injection moulded, the TF1 Sigma Filter ensures 
TF1 Sigma Filter body screw TF1 Sigma Filter, with engineering grade polymer. the installation process is as 
together. Engineering grade, improvements made to This material is ideal for quick and easy as possible. 
hybrid glue is used to form the size and pitch of the filters: it has high strength and A slip socket version is 
a strong and permanent bond threads, ensuring that hydrolysis resistance with an available for quick installation, 
between the interlocking parts run together improved surface finish and with spanner flats so the 
sections. smoothly, so that a mould-flow characteristics. compression fittings can be 
The glue used provides secure connection is This ensures each moulding tightened properly without 
excellent toughness, high made between individual is properly formed and damaging pipework. Installers 
impact resistance, together components. provides strength and can install the filter with ease. 
with superior shear strength Removes the possibility resistance against extremes 
across a wide range of of cross threading during in temperature and pressure. 
temperatures to reinforce installation, and further 
the bond between the two improves the overall 
sections of the filter body. durability of the filter. 

F5RNOX 
MAKES WATER WORK 






